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the rest of the world output. In modeling the monetary and
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injections via lump-sum transfers to individuals and those via

increased credit to the commercial banking sector in the form of

discount window operations. Appropriately, we distinguish

between the discount rate of the central bank and the lending and

borrowing interest rates of commercial banks, which, we assume,

are also subject to reserves requirements. We find that a steady

state increase in monetary injections via increases in domestic

credit leads to an increase in domestic output. On the other

hand, we find that an increase in the steady state level of

monetary transfers reduces the level of output.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we investigate the role of credit institutions in

transmitting monetary shocks to the domestic economy and to the rest

of the world output. We follow the strategy introduced in Grilli and

Roubini [1989, 1991] which extended to an open economy framework

pioneering work by Lucas [1991] on the liquidity effect of open—market

operations. The crucial result of that setup was the existence of "excess

volatility" of the exchange rate with respect to the usual fundamentals

like nominal prices, output and terms of trade. Monetary injections)

however, did not have any effect on the level of real activity since

output was assumed to be fixed.

In this paper, instead, we allow for output to be endogenously

determined, and we analyze whether and through which channels

monetary policy affects real activity. A closely related framework can be

found in Fuerst [1989] which extends Lucas' analysis to account for

nonneutrality of monetary injections in a closed economy. Our work,

however, differs in several important ways from Fuerst's analysis. First,

we add realism and complexity to the the financial intermediaries, by

distinguishing between lending and borrowing interest rates and by

introducing banks' required reserves. Second, we distinguish between

monetary injections via lump—sum transfers to individuals and those via

increased credit from the central bank to the commercial banking sector.

Finally, we develop our analysis in an open economy framework. We

find that, contrary to Fuerst, a steady state increase in monetary
injections via increases in domestic credit leads to an increase in

domestic output. On the other hand, we find that an increase in the

steady state level of monetary transfers reduces the level of output.

The novelty and contribution of this area of research as well as
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of this paper is obviously not the discovery that changes in the rate of

growth of money can affect the level of real activity both domestically

and internationally. This is a well—known issue and is one of the main

subjects of macroeconomics and international finance. However, most of

the classic models are highly aggregate or quite remote from institutional

reality . In this paper, instead, we explicitly model financial
intermediaries in the form of credit institutions, and we stress their role

in transmitting changes in monetary policies to the production sector

domestically and worldwide. One important lesson of this approach is

that the effects of monetary policy depend crucially on the specific
channel through which the policy is implemented.

Relative to previous work, this paper can be seen as a
contribution to the literature on the relation between monetary policy

(and inflation) and steady state output and capital accumulation (see

Tobin [1965], Sidrauski [1967], Fischer [1979], Stockman [1981],
Stockman and Svensson [1987], Aschauer and Greenwood [1983J, Cooley

and Hansen [1989]). It differs from Tobin [1965], Fischer [1979] and

Sidrauski [1967] in that here inflation has a negative effect on the steady

state capital stock while it has a positive effect in Tobin and Fischer and

no effect in Sidrauski. While it shares with Stockman [1981], Stockman

and Svensson [1987], Aschauer and Greenwood [1983] and Cooley and

Hansen [1989] the result of the negative relation between monetary

growth and the level of economic activity, it differs from these

contributions in several respects. First, it considers in detail the role of

financial intermediaries in transmitting monetary policy to the level of

economic activity; second, it presents a two—country open economy

analysis that allows to analyze the international spillover effects of

monetary policies; third, by distinguishing between different sources of
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monetary injections, it shows that the positive or negative output effects

of monetary policy depend crucially on the way money is injected in the

economy.

An important analysis considering the role of financial
intermediaries in the international transmission of economic disturbances

is the one by Greenwood and Williamson [1989]. Our model differs from

their in a number of respects. First, the theoretical framework and the

channels of transmission of monetary policy are different in the two

models. Second, compared to our analysis, where the existence of

financial intermediaries is assumed exogenously, their model shows how

financial intermediation will emerge endogenously as an

incentive—compatible means of economizing on monitoring costs. Third,

while our model implies the existence of perfect international capital

mobility, in their model the existence of transaction costs lead to a

partial segmentation of international capital markets and a limited

degree of capital mobility.

In Section 2 we informally describe the structure of the economy

underlying our analysis. In Section 3 we formally analyze an
environment in which domestic labor is the only factor of production. In

Section 4 we modify the model by assuming that domestic capital

(intermediate goods) are needed for production. Section 5 extends the

analysis by assuming that foreign working capital (intermediate goods) is

also needed in the production. Section 6 concludes.

2. THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE WORLD ECONOMY

Before presenting in analytical detail the structure of the model

it is useful to describe the agents in the economy, the various markets

and the economic transactions taking place in these markets.
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To keep the analysis simple we make the assumption of perfect

foresight throughout the paper. We are considering a two—country

world economy; each country produces one consumption good while it

consumes both domestic and foreign goods. The domestic good is

produced with work (and capital in the versions of the model with

capital investment). Domestic and foreign goods are traded in goods

markets without trade restrictions; we also assume that there are no

restrictions to international capital movements so that perfect
international capital mobility is holding. As in Lucas [1991], Grilli and

Roubini [1989] and Fuerst [1989] we assume the convenient artifact of a

multi—member representative household: each member has a different

task during a period and the household regroups at the end of the period

to pool goods, assets and information. This assumption is quite

convenient because it prevents monetary injections from creating wealth

redistribution effects that persist in the future.

As in Fuerst [1989] (who considers a closed—economy model),

the representative household is composed of a shopper, a firm manager,

a worker and a financial intermediary: the shopper deposits part of the

initial household's domestic and foreign monetary balances in the

financial intermediary (the bank) and goes to the goods markets with

the remaining monetary balances to buy domestic and foreign
consumption goods. Once the division of the initial money balances in

deposits and currency for goods is made no further portfolio reshuffling

is allowed during the period; one could think of this assumption as

deriving from transaction costs that do not allow the shopper to

continuously adjust its monetary balances during the transaction period.

The financial intermediary borrows funds from the household and lends

funds to the domestic and foreign firms. For simplicity, we assume that
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banks accept deposits and make loans only in their national currency.

The firm manager needs to borrow funds from the bank because it has

to pay the wages and buy capital for production purposes. The wages
received by the workers are available for consumption only in the

following period. Finally, the good produced by the firm is sold in the

good markets to the shopper.

Formally, money is introduced in the model by assuming

cash—in--advance constraints such that all purchases and transactions

require the use of monetary balances. As standard in this literature, we

assume that domestic goods can be bought only with domestic currency

and foreign goods only with foreign currency.

We consider two different types of monetary injection: first, the

usual 'helicopter drop' increase in the money supply in the form of a

nominal lump sum transfer from the government to the households;

second, a monetary injection through the credit system, similar to a

discount window operation. This second type of injection is assumed to

be sterilized via a lump sum transfer to the household, and thus, does

not affect the rate of growth of money. This allows us to compare the

real effects of monetary injections that affect the rate of growth of

money with those of injections that leave the money supply unchanged.

The commercial banks' liabilities are the sum of the household

deposits and the monetary injection. These funds are lent to the firm.2 .who uses them to buy its factors of production. The nominal interest

rates (deposit and lending rates) are determined in the deposit and loan

markets and must be such that all the funds of the banks are borrowed

by the firms: this is the mechanism through which monetary injections

to the banking system will affect interest rates. Given that we are

assuming international capital mobility and integrated asset markets
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that include the foreign exchange rate market, these monetary shocks

will also affect the exchange rate. An increase in the rate of growth of

money leads to an increase in both borrowing and lending rates while a

positive monetary injection through the credit system leads to a
reduction in domestic borrowing rates only. These interest rate effects

are the link between monetary policies and output. Anticipating our

conclusions, monetary injections in the form of credit expansions increase

output because they imply a subsidy to the production sector. In fact, it

is equivalent to a transfer of seigniorage revenues from the monetary

authorities to the firm. Conversely, increases in the rate of growth of

money through monetary transfers to individuals reduce domestic output

because they increase the level of the inflation tax which leads to a
reduction of labor supply.

3. MODEL WITH LABOR SUPPLY DECISIONS

Consider a world economy consisting of two countries, 1 and 2

populated by identical infinitely—lived households with preferences given

by

(1) U. = 't[u(c, c) + Z(1 — i 1, 2

where = (l/(1+p)) arid p is the rate of time preference. The subscript

i refers to the nationality of the household, and the superscripts A and B

to the nationality of goods and assets (A for the products of country 1

and B for the products of country 2). Thus indicates the

consumption (at time t) by residents of country i of goods produced by
country 1 and (at time L) the consumption by residents of country i
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of goods produced by country 2. Similarly, L. is the amount of time

spent working. (Total time available is normalized to one.) The

production possibility (at time i) of this economy is summarized by:

(2) Y=f(I1) j=A,B
where and YB are the output of goods produced by countries 1 and

2 respectively; HA and if8 are the aggregate supply of labor in country

1 and country 2. Therefore, domestic labor is the only factor of

production in this setup.

Because of the symmetry between the two economies we

concentrate on the problem faced by the representative family of country

1, keeping in mind that an identical analysis would apply to the
households of country 2. Given our assumption about the family and

the market structure, in each period the household faces different

cash—in—advance constraints. The "shopper" faces

A 4 ,.AA
(3a) M12 — >

B ,B BB
(3b) M1_Jv1> Pc1
where is the total amount of money of country 1 held by residents

of country 1, is the amount of country 1 money deposited in bank

accounts. (Recall that we assumed that residents of country 1 can have

deposits denominated in both A and B, and that domestic (foreign)

currency deposits are held only in domestic (foreign) banks.) Therefore,

(M — N) and (M — N) are the total amounts of currency A

and currency B available for transactions in the goods markets. is
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the nominal price in currency A of good A; P8 is the nominal price in

currency B of good B.

The monetary injection in the economy takes two forms:

1) A nominal lump sum transfer from the government to the

househpld (Vt).

2) A monetary injection through the banking system that
could be thought as an increase in credit from the central

bank to the commercial banks (s).

We want to distinguish between monetary injections that lead to

an increase in the money supply and monetary injections that represent

a redistrjbutjve transfer between different economic sectors. Therefore we

introduce a nominal lump transfer St equal to CB ' where CB is the

discount rate paid by the commercial banks to the central bank. This

transfer is assumed to be paid to the household. This implies that only

monetary transfers V lead to an increase in the money supply while

expansions of credit to the banking system () are completely sterilized

and have no effect on money supply. Summarizing, the evolution of the

money supply is thus given by:

M1 = M+ V+ V (iA,B)
since we assumed that S = iCBL'.

The "firm," on the other hand, faces:

(4) � Wll
where B is the total amount of loans taken by the firm; is the
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nominal wage rate, and thus WH is the total amount of salaries to be

paid out by the firm. In turn, the loans made by the banks to the firims

(B) are equal to:

B =(1 -R)[+A]
where R is the required reserve coefficient and are the total deposits

in domestic banks (or 1V = + Nt). For simplicity we assume

that both deposits and the loans from the central bank (monetary

transfers) are subject to reserve requirements. This assumption does not

have any effect on the results.

The evolution of wealth for the household is given by

(5) + e1 = — —

+; [ — — + + +

qDl

+
q Li

where ; is the nàminal exchange rate, and

A 1
(6a) A1 + tD
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(6b) 4=
1

1 +

where is the nominal interest rate on deposits, and is the nominal

interest rate on loans. Since we assume a competitive banking system it

must hold that profits are zero or

(7) (l+;)_-(l+)BA+R BA_(1+zB)
i.e. all revenues from the credit activity are redistributed to depositors in

the form of interest payments.

Going back to (5), the first two terms of the right—hand side

represent the cash left over after the transactions in the goods markets;

similarly the last term [B —
W'H4]

is the cash left over in the firm

after the payment of salaries. WAL1 is the salary received by the

AN
"worker" of the family; and e the gross return of domestic and

foreign currency deposits; is the firm's profit. Vt

represents the lump sum transfer to the households while S is the tax

used to sterilize the transfer to the banking system.

It is useful to renormalize all nominal variables in terms of the

corresponding total money supplies (M, M).

A B A B

(8)mlj=?_; m1=-; fii=j; fl1;
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A A B Ap =; Pt = Wi =—-; e1=

Si
v=—.; ,*=j; 64=—4;(i=A,B)tM

In the following we restrict the analysis to stationary equilibria and thus

drop the time subscript. Under this assumption we present the

optimization problem faced by the household of country 1 in terms of

the normalized variables:

(9) V(m+em) =ma: U(c',4) + Z(1—L1) + ,V(m+e'm)

c1,c1,nl,n1,
-

L

subject to

A A AA
(lOa) m1 —n1 > p c1

B B BB
(lob) m1—m1 >p c1

(lOc) > AffA

and where

IA A AA1 lB B BB
A' B' 1m1 — —

C1] [m1
— — p

c1(11)m1 + e' = + e'(1+) (1+)
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A A BwL n

1 + A+e' (1+

IAICETA) 1 1 &+lp
(1 +)(1+ )qj[(1+ )(1

A A
V S

+ +i+r4 i+x4
where / indicates next period values, and X1 is the rate of growth of

currency 1: [(M+i —

Defining arid the Lagrange multipliers associated with

(lOa, b, c) respectively (which from now on we assume hold with

equality), the first—order conditions of the problem can be written as:

/

A UA
V

(12a) C1:
1

p (11A)
I

B UB Vi
(12b) c1:

= + eh/
p (l+XB)

/ 1 1
f3V1A ________(12c) n1:
(1 + XA)

hi_hI =
j
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B 13e'V1 1
(12d) i + x I——iI A2

)[D ]
I

(12e) L1:
= wAfi

1

(l+XA)

(12f)
13V1 I A A A

(1 + V ]
=w

1_11(12g) b:
(i+XA)[q j

In addition the envelope conditions are:

U

(12h) —4= v1
p

UB
(12i) —s =

ep

Notice from (12c, g) that

*1 )L3
(13)

1D L

Since the value of cash in the goods market is given by A1 and the value

of cash in the financial market is given by A3, condition (13) expresses
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the household policy of choosing n so that the value of currency is the

same in the goods market and in the fmancial market (after the

monetary injection has occurred).

Substituting (12c) into (12a),

UA_ V1

A (1+
Using the envelope condition (12h) (and imposing stationarity V11 =

V1)
we obtain

(15a) q=
(1 + XA)

Given that in equilibrium is equal to the rate of inflation of currency

A, condition (15a) is the usual steady—state condition

A
(16a)

where is the real rate (of interest) on deposits (in currency A), and p

is the utility rate of time preference.

It can be also observed that condition (14) is the standard

intertemporal optimization condition implying the the household

equalizes the marginal utility of consumption at time t to the marginal

utility of consumption at time t+1 times the ratio (1 + 4)1(1 + p).

Analogously from (12b, d) we obtain

B ___(15b) =
(1 + XB)
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(16b) = p.

From (12e, h and 15a), the wage rate is given by:

AA Z1p
(17) = A

UA

Substituting into (12f) and using the envelope (12h), we get

2 A
AUA A Z1p 1

(18) pf— A T
p 1

Substituting into (12g) and using the envelope (12h),

AA
(19) =

This is similar to the relationship found by Fuerst [1989], the main

difference being we have two q's i.e. two interest rates (borrowing and

lending) instead of only one. This specification clarifies the two channels

through which changes in interest rates affect real activity. First, for the

household leisure is a good that can be purchased without cash. An

increase in D (decrease of i.e. the nominal interest rate faced by

individuals, implies an increase in inflation tax and thus leads to a

reduction of market activities (labor supply) and an increase in leisure

(whose relative cost has fallen). An increase in L (decrease in

represents an increase in costs for the firm since it uses credit to hire

workers. Therefore higher loan rates will lead to a reduction in the

demand for labor. The issue will be whether and rise or fall with
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an increase in X.

3.A Equilibrium

To simplify the analysis we assume the following functional

specifications:

(20a) i=1,2

(20b) jH.)=OJf j=A,B

(20c) Z(1_L)=1_L.
Equilibrium in the labor market requires (concentrating again on country

1) that labor supply and labor demand are equal or

(21) H.=L.

and thus (20b) becomes

(21b) jL.) =

Equilibrium in the good market implies that the total consumption of

country l's good is equal to its supply

(22) c + c = OAL.
Equilibrium in the credit market requires that the demand for loans

from the firms is equal to its supply by the banks:

(23)
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(23) together with (lOc) imply that the wage rate is given by the firms'

borrowing divided by their labor demand:

(24)
A = (A + 6A)(1 — R)

L1

(23) together with (7) (renormalized) implies:

.A A+5A A
(7') L A AD(1 — R)(n -f )
where we have defined the discount rate in terms of the deposit rate

ZCB = s i. To keep the algebra manageable, however, we make the

assumption that:

(7")

and thus (7') reduces to:

25
A — (A + 6A)(1 — R) A

An

The assumption (7") has no consequence on the qualitative results, and

in the appendix we provide the solution of the model under the general

specification (7'). It is interesting to notice that (7") implies a negative

relationship between the discount rate and the credit expansion

(544) i.e.:

(7") 2CB =
R

A — 5A (1 — R)

In this particular experiment, therefore, a credit expansion can be
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thought of as a combination of an increase in credit available to the

banking system and a reduction in the discount rate. While we find this

assumption appealing, it is of no consequence for our results. The same

conclusions can be obtained assuming that and 2CB are set

independently (we refer the reader to the appendix for this general case).

Using the steady—state condition (15a),

(25')
A - (A + 6A)(1 - R)—

A(1 +XA)
Comparing (25') and (15a) we notice that for large enough R < i.

Equilibrium in the money market requires the equality between

money demand and money supply

A A A
(26) m1-fm2 = m =1

where m = 1 is the steady state normalized money supply. (26) together

with (lOa—lOb) implies that the price of the domestic good is given by

the ratio of money available in the goods market to the level of output:

(27) PAl_nA
OAL1

The log utility specification implies that equilibrium consumption is

given by

(28)
A = = OAL A = A = 7OAL1
1 1+7 1+7' 2 1+7 1+7
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B — YB — OBL B yYB — 79BL211 + 71+7' 2l+ 71+7
The envelope condition (12h) together with (27) and (28) implies

v1 +
1—n

Using (24) and (29) into (12e) we obtain the labor supply schedule

A A
(30) = + 1 +

7A (1 — R).
(1 + XA) (1

In (30) the supply of labor is a function of (the share of money

balances deposited in the banking system) that is an endogenous

variable. Using (15a, 25' and 28) into (19) we obtain

r 2A
(31) L1 = cz(1 + 'y)J +A (1— R)t.i+x
Equating (30) to (31) we can solve for as:

A afi
1+ +cx9

Therefore is a negative function of

Substituting (32) into (25') we have:

(33) = [—-—+fl .1 +
J(1—R).

while, from (15a):

(33' A ______' I
1+
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We can now analyze the effects of monetary injections on

interest rates. To concentrate on the pure effects of an increase in the

rate of growth of money assume that R = 0 and = 0. Then:

(33")
A — A — _________— —

1 + r4
In this case an increase in the rate of growth of money (an

increase in steady state inflation) leads to a corresponding increase in

nominal interest rates (both borrowing and lending rates).

Consider now the other case in which of money is constant

(X' = 0) and the monetary injections take only the form of a
redistributive transfer (an increase in 111). In this case:

(33") qA
5A + afi(1 + 5A)

(1 — R)

Then an increase in the monetary injection (that leaves the

money supply unchanged) will reduce the lending rate (increase q)

while it will leave the deposit rate unchanged.

In general we get that:

A0 q
=[....L+ p

Aor a 1+X

8 + )(1-R) <0
(1+X4)2
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Ao qr A iQ(1Ad +" '
OR a (l+IA)

In summary: an increase in nominal transfers to households increases the

inflation rate and both interest rates while an increase in the transfers

(central bank loans) to the banking system decreases the lending rate

but leaves the deposit rate unchanged. Finally an increase in the

required reserve ratio increases the lending rate but leaves the deposit

rate unchanged.

We can now consider the effects of these monetary injections on

the labor and output decisions of firms and households. In equilibrium,

substituting (32) into either (30) or (31), we get

(34) L1 = (1 + 7) (1— R) + i + 6A
(1+) (1+)

Therefore:

0L1
(34') A <0or'

OL
(34") > 0

05

OL
(34")

1 < 0
OR

It can be observed that an increase in the rate of growth of

money (XA) (an increase in the inflation rate) leads to an increase in the

"inflation tax" and a reduction in the employment of labor. In fact, the

increase in the lending rate leads firms to reduce their labor demand
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while the increased inflation tax leads households to reduce their labor

supply (increase their demand for leisure).

Conversely, a monetary injection in the form of a transfer to the

banking system (6A) reduces the lending rate. The reduction of the

firms' borrowing costs following this monetary injection leads the firms

to demand more labor. Also, as will be seen below, an increase in

leads to an increase in the real wage that leads workers to increase their

supply of labor.

In order to understand better the labor and output effects of

these different types of monetary injections we can look at the behavior

of nominal and real wages. Substituting (32) and (34) into (24) we
obtain the nominal wage as:

A (1+(35)
i(' + 7)(1 + + 3)

which is a positive function of but is independent of

Using (32) and (34) in (27) we can rewrite the price level as:

2 cz+ 1

27 A_ (l+XA)P —

OA(1++){( 1-R) (1+a+(1++}a
Dividing (35) by (27') we the get the real wage as:

3 — 1 + xA
5A a6( 1-f a

p fl(1 + 'y)(1—R) (1 + XA)
Given that wage receipts cannot be used until the next period, a more

appropriate definition of real wage is given by:
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A
— fi(1 + y) (1R [6A + a(l+6') aA' A 1 +1A (l+X')

Given the solution (35") for the real wage it can be easily shown

that:

AA' AA'
ö(w/p)>0
86 8Xat

The above results imply that an increase in will lead to an

increase in the real wage and therefore to an increase in the supply of

labor; while an increase in (an increase in the inflation rate) will

reduce the real wage and lead to a greater demand for leisure and a

lower supply of labor.

The envelope conditions (12h) and (12i) give the nominal

exchange rate that equilibrates the goods market as

A
13A '1

(36) e =
———-7.

1

Substituting (27) and (28),

(37) c_l_nA (l+0i3+IB)(l+XA)—

1—
B7 —

(1 + a + 1A)(1 + 1B)
while the real exchange rate is given by

A ____6 + a
0A

1 + (1 + XA) a(38) re = e — = — [
A

0B 5A
1+6 (1+X')
1+
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It can be easily shown that:

o are re
o xA 8 6A

>

Therefore a monetary injection that does not affect the rate of growth of

money (an increase in generates a real depreciation of the exchange

rate. Conversely, in the case of an increase in the rate of monetary

growth (XA) the real exchange rate will appreciate. For what concerns

the nominal exchange rate, (37) implies that an increase in does not

affect the exchange rate. The reason for this result is quite clear; this

credit expansion does not lead to a money supply increase but only to an

output expansion. This increase in output has ambiguous effects on the

exchange rate: on one side the negative terms of trade effect should lead

to a nominal depreciation; on the other, the money demand effect, leads

to a fall in domestic prices and a nominal appreciation. As it is well

known, in the Cobb—Douglas utility case these two effects cancel out

each other and leave the nominal exchange rate unchanged. On the

other side, as intuitively expected, (37) shows that an increase in the

rate of growth of money leads to a nominal depreciation of the

domestic currency.

The reasons for the appreciation of the real exchange rate in the

case of an increase in the rate of growth of money are similarly clear. As

seen above, an increase in the inflation rate leads to a reduction in labor

supply and demand, a fall in employment and a reduction in output. In

equilibrium, the fall in domestic output leads to an improvement in the

domestic terms of trade, i.e. a real appreciation of the currency.3

It should also be observed that our results regarding the output

effects of monetary injections are different from the ones obtained by
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Fuerst. In Fuerst's analysis, there is no distinction between borrowing

and lending interest rates, nor between monetary injections leading to

higher monetary growth and those that are only redistributive. In the

case of an increase in X, our analysis is similar to Fuerst's since an

increase in monetary growth leads to higher interest rates which reduce

work effort, labor demand and output. However, in the case of an

increase in credit, the monetary injection leads to the fall in the lending

rate and an increase in the demand for labor by the firms. The increase

in also leads to an increase in the wage rate that stimulates labor

effort.

Finally, while monetary injections affect the level of economic

activity in the country in which the injection occurs, they do not affect

the level of output in the other country. In fact, changes in monetary

policy affect the real interest rates faced by borrowing firms. However,

since firms pay workers in domestic currency, in equilibrium they will

borrow only from their domestic banks. Therefore, changes in interest

rates in the other country will not affect their borrowing rates nor their

demand for labor. It should, however, be observed that, while monetary

policy does not have the usual "beggar my neighbor" effects on foreign

output, it will affect foreign consumption. In fact, changes in domestic

output have terms of trade effects that will affect the consumption levels

and the welfare of the other country.

This independence of foreign output from domestic monetary

policies, however, depends on the assumption of separability of
consumption and leisure in the utility function. In fact, while domestic

monetary policies affect foreign consumptions level through their terms

of trade effects, this change in consumption does not affect the marginal

utility of leisure and therefore has no effect on the foreign labor supply.
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Under a more general, non—separable specification of the utility
function, these consumption effect will lead to a change in labor supply

and to foreign output effects of domestic money disturbances.

3.B Welfare

We will consider now the effects of monetary injections on the

level of welfare. If we substitute the equilibrium values of consumption

and work effort in the utility function, we obtain that the steady—state

level of utility is given by

(39) __A+alog[+(1+]_log(1+)
(1 + X)

+ log[ + afi(1+)
) — log(1 +

(l+XB)

1 + (1_R)[+1
(l+XA)

where A is a constant

0 0

A=1+log1A7+log1B7Ia(1+7)log(1+7)(1_R).
Notice first that monetary injections to the foreign banking system

always increase domestic welfare since they increase foreign output,

improve the domestic terms of trade and increase the domestic

consumption of foreign goods:

öuA—= >0.
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Conversely, increases in the foreign rate of growth of money always

decrease domestic welfare since they decrease foreign output, worsen the

domestic terms of trade and reduce the domestic consumption of foreign

goods:

OU'—= <0.
orB
The welfare effect of a domestic increase in monetary growth

is ambiguous. This is because, while the decrease in output generates a

reduction in domestic consumption, it also implies a reduction in work

effort. More specifically, in the case in which _ = 0, we get that:

= < 0 if (1 + XA) >

The intuition for the result is quite simple: as the rate of growth of

money becomes greater, domestic consumption falls while leisure

increases; since the marginal utility of leisure is constant while the

marginal utility of consumption is increasing as consumption falls, a rate

of growth of money above a critical value leads to a reduction in welfare.

We can also observe that, in the case of R 0 and a closed

economy (7 = 0 so that the foreign good is not consumed) we obtain

that the level of monetary growth that maximizes the steady—state level

of utility is given by the Friedman zero nominal interest rate rule:

(40) 1jA13
Thus for > (i.e. inflation rates greater than the negative of the

rate of time preference), higher levels of monetary growth correspond to

lower levels of utility.
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In the general case where the economy is open ('y differs from

zero), the Friedman rule will not be optimal and the inflation rate that

maximizes steady state utility ([(l+7)(1—R)]1"2) will be higher than

the one implied by the Friedman rule. The reason for this result is

simple: relative to the Friedman rule, an increase in the inflation rate

will lead to a fall in output, an improvement in the terms of trade of the

country and an increase in consumption. It is the externality deriving

from the ability of the country to improve its terms of trade that
accounts this non—optimality of the zero nominal interest rate rule.

This externality also implies interesting strategic interactions. In

particular, in a non—cooperative game—theoretic set—up, the Nash

equilibrium will imply that the non—cooperative inflation rate will be

higher than optimal as each country tries to increase the inflation rate in

order to engineer a terms of trade improvement and a welfare increase.

Conversely, the cooperative global optimum for the world economy will

be again equal to the Friedman zero nominal interest rate rule since the

two countries will internalize the terms of trade externality and recognize

that a competitive terms of trade improvement is not possible.

We finally consider the effects of domestic monetary injections

to the banking system on the domestic welfare. It can be shown that, if

- 5A
a[l — (1 + )(1 — R)}> 1

</3(1 + 'y)(l + crj3(1 —

The explanation for the result is the following: as the monetary injection

becomes greater, domestic output goes as well as consumption increase

while leisure decreases; since the marginal utility of leisure is constant

while the marginal utility of consumption is decreasing as consumption
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increases a monetary injection above a critical value leads to a reduction

in welfare.

4. A MODEL WITH CAPITAL

In this section we change the specification of production function

to allow for investment decisions. To simplify the analysis we do not

model explicitly the labor/leisure decision. Specifically the instantaneous

utility function is now given by:

A B A B
(41a) u.= , c.) log(c.) + ylog(c.)

In addition to labor which is assumed to be inelastically supplied and

thus not explicitly considered, production requires intermediate goods

(capital goods). These intermediate goods consist of consumption goods

purchased and stored by the firm in the previous period. Formally

(41b) 'A JA(R) =

(41c) 'B = '(') = OBK
where K2 are the consumption goods stored in the previous period.

Goods last only for one period: they can be used in next period

production, but completely depreciate after that. Therefore, while we

have investment decisions, we do not have capital accumulation. Notice

also that only domestic goods are used to produce domestic products.

We will relax this assumption in the next section. Country i's household

optimization problem is now given by

(42) m+ em,) = max U (c, c) + V(m+ e'm,)
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subject to

A A AA
(43a) m1—n1>p c1

B B BB
(43b) m1—n1>p c1

(43c) �

(43d) 1'A = OAK

and where

IA A AA1 lB B BB
A' fl' —n1 — p

c11 [m —n1 — p cft / A A A A A

(44)m1 +e M1 =
(1+X') (1+X')

A
emnB Ay4 _______

(1 + )q(1 + )q [+ )(1 +
+

A / A A6 AA v 3
1 pR + +

i+xi+r4 (l+XA) (l+xB)

(43 c) is the cash in advance constraint for the firm: the firm has to

borrow funds from the banking system in order to buy the intermediate

(capital) goods to be used in production. The first—order conditions are

identical to the ones obtained previously (12a—k) except that instead of

(12e, 1) we now have
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A
(45a) K': 19V2 —

P =
(l+xA)

and the envelope condition for the intermediate good

/ '' A'_________(45b) V2 = fiT,'1 p
(1+ X)

where '' refers to two—periods——ahead variables.

(45a, b) together imply

A'
A

(46) fiV1
(1 P

Notice that as before, the steady—state condition

A _____
+

holds.

4.A Equilibrium

The equilibrium condition in the market for good A is given by

(47) c+c+IC4EcA+K4=YAEOAR.
As before, equilibrium in the credit market requires

(23)

which together with the "credit—in-—advanc&' constraint (43c) implies
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(48) IC4 = A
(1— R).

Equilibrium in the money market

A A A
(26) m1+m2=m 1

and the cash—in—advance constraints in the good markets imply

A A A 1A
(49) c1-fc2 = =

A
p

Substituting (48) and (49) into (47), the nominal price of A is given by

(50)
A 1 + 5A — R(nAp —

Recalling that under the Cobb—Douglas assumption savings are constant

and thus KA = KA, c = c and that in the stationary equilibrium

A' A
p p , (46) can be rewritten as

A2pf
AAlr4' 1+) AA 3

Substituting from (12g) (and using the envelope conditions) we have

(52) fif1(KA) = 1+i
that is the optimal amount of intermediate good is a negative function

of the lending interest rate. This is the salient feature of this
cash—in—advance, credit—in—advance framework. As in the previous
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model a higher rate of monetary injection to the banking sector will

reduce the lending interest rate and thus increases the steady—state level

of capital. Specifically from (48) and (50) we obtain

- (A + )— R (A + ) 1
—

A(l+EA)R(AEA)
From (25', 52 and 53) we obtain that the share of money A deposited at

the financial intermediary is given by

A — a[1 + (1—R)S']
1+ +afiR

Substituting (54) into (53) we get the equilibrium value of

(53') 0A —R) 1(1 + ) + (1 + 6A) 1
(1+ )(i + (1 — R))

From (53'), the effect on the steady—state capital stock of

increased monetary injections to the banking system is always positive,
i.e.:

A
>0

86
AIn fact, increases in o reduce the lending rate and lead firms to

demand greater capital (intermediate good). This increased steady state

capital stock implies a greater level of output.

Conversely, increases in the rate of growth of money coming

from increases in lump sum transfers to households (X') increase
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interest rates, decrease the firms' demand for capital and lead to a

steady state fall in the capital stock and output. In fact, from (53') it

can be shown that:

<0
oxA

These results are quite similar to those obtained in the model

with labor supply: in both models, increase in monetary injections to the

banking system (that leave unchanged the money supply) lead to
increases in domestic output; while monetary transfers to the households

that lead to an increase in money growth lead to a reduction in domestic

output.

4.B Welfare

As before, while changes in and lead to changes in the

level of output, it does not necessarily follow that welfare will also be

higher. Unlike section 3, however, domestic and foreign monetary

growth enter symmetrically in the utility. This is intuitive given that

work effort is not explicitly considered in this formulation. The reason

why higher X's and 6's do not necessarily increase utility is that while

they always change output, they do not necessarily increase
consumption. Given the decreasing returns to scale, beyond a certain

level the marginal product of the intermediate good falls below one and

thus the output available for consumption decreases. In particular,

assuming for simplicity that R = 0, we get that:

o > 0 if 5i1 +_s2] (i=A,B)
o S /3 + (1-a)(1+X)
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i.e.the level of 62 that maximizes domestic utility is:

(55) = a[1 + -
. (i = A, B)

+ (1a)(1+Xt)

while values of 6 greater than £2 will reduce steady state consumption

and utility. Similarly, considering the effects of the X2's on steady state

welfare and assuming, for simplicity, that B = 0 we get that the level of

that maximizes steady state welfare is given by:

= a132(1 + 52)

a — (1—a)E

5. THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISSION OF MONETARY

SHOCKS: A MODEL WITH TWO INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTS

The previous two sections stressed how monetary policies affect

welfare not only domestically but world—wide. By altering the level of

domestic output, domestic monetary injections change the terms of trade

and thus affect not only domestic consumption but foreign consumption

also. One possible weakness of the model so far is that the international

transmission of policies occurs only through the effect on consumption

while foreign output is not affected. In this section we extend the

analysis to allow for this type of direct effect. To do this we modify the

model of Section 4 by assuming that production requires both domestic

and foreign goods as intermediate products. That is

(57a) 1TA = ,A(A K) = OACK
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(57b) = JB(1 , K) = OBICK.

where ai-4=b<1.
The optimization problem of the representative household of

country 1 is now given by

(58) V(m+em,IC,K) =maz 1h(c,c)+ f3V(m +e' m ,Ktt ,K)

subject to

A A AA
(5a) m1—n1>p c1

B B BB
(59b) m1—n1>p c1

(59c) b > AKAI

(59d) BKB'

(59e) 'A = OAICK

and where

IA A AA1 lB B BB
A' B' [ml —n1 — p

c11 [m1 —n1 — p c1
(60)m1 +e'm1 = A +e' p(1+X) (1+X')
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A

______ en1
(1

+ A4 — _______ — _______
(1 + xA) (1 + 1A)qA (1 +

+ — Ar4'
+ — BJB'

1 + +
e

1 + xB 1 + jçB

A A
S

+ +
(l+XA) (l+XB)

The first—order and envelope conditions for this problem are completely

analogous to the ones obtained in Section 4 with the addition of the

appropriate conditions for and which are given by

(61a)
(i+XB)

—

1]

=

,. eV1P B
(61b) KA: 9V3—, = .\ p

(i+X)
and the envelope condition

A A'
I II P f

(61c) V3 = f3V1 (1+) )
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where A4 is the Lagrange multiplier associated with (59d). (61b, c)

imply

_________ B /5eV1
(61d) =p

(1+X') (1+X')
5.A Equilibrium

The equilibrium condition in the market for good A is given by

(62) c+c+IC+IC EcA+1C4=Y4.
The equilibrium condition in the credit market is that the total
borrowing by domestic and foreign firms are equal to the funds supplied

by the banking system:

(63)

The combined domestic and foreign "credit—in—-advanc&' constraint for

the purchase of the intermediate good A imply

(64) + b = A(RA'+ K) AxA'
Then(63) and (64) give:

(65) xA' = (A + — R)

The combined domestic and foreign "cash—in—advance constraint for

the purchase of the consumption good A and equilibrium in the money

market is
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A A_ A AlA Al AA
(66) 1—n1—n2_—1—n =i {c1+c2j
Substituting (65) and (66) into (62),

A ___________(67) p=
which with (65) and (62) imply

(68) iC' = (A + 5A) (1 - R)

1 + 6A(1 -R) A
B

AA 1—n
(69) c =

1 -f- 5A(1 —B) —
A B

Using a procedure similar to the one used in Section 4, we obtain

(70a) /3f E OAaI''K 1--
B (1 + XA)

(70b) p0A1aK — 1 e p _________
B A

p (l+xB)
Dividing (70a) by (70b) we get

1B) qBA (1 +
(71) KB p ______ L.A1 a epB (l+XA)11;

Substituting back into (70a) we obtain the demand for capital as

1/1 b A 1—/1—,b B q5/1—i,b(72a) IC =
—

(a)
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(1 +

ep (1+

Similarly,

(72b) =

A (1 + 1B)
p' Bep (1+A)

We can similarly solve for the equilibrium values of and

(73 a) = °B 1_1b( aqA)1_85 11b( qB)/ 1—1b

A (1 + X8)

ep (1+ )

(73b) K =

A (1 + XB)
{ Bep (l+XA)

Notice that, unlike the previous model, the intermediate good

choice and thus output depend not only on the domestic nominal

interest rate but also on the foreign one. Therefore, domestic monetary

injections will affect foreign levels of output, and similarly foreign

monetary policies will affect domestic output. In particular, as will be

shown below, monetary shocks that lead to a reduction (increase) in
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interest rates will represent a reduction in the borrowing rate for both

domestic and foreign firms. Therefore the demand for capital by
domestic and foreign firms will increase (fall) and this will lead to a

steady state increase (decrease) in output in the home and foreign

country.

To complete the solution we need to compute the equilibrium

and q, and thus the equilibrium and Substituting (72a, b

and 73a) into (68) and using the expression (25') for q we get

A 2[1 + 5A(1 - 11)] [1 + (OB/OA)11_w]
(74a) n =aff

11—
[ (1 + 4) + a/32R[1 + °B '°A / "f'

W]

A (1 + xB)
h — p

ep (l+XA)

Analogously

B 2[1 + 5B(1 - B)] [1 + (OA/OB)h11_w]
(74b) n =

2 1.'l
[ (1 + X8) + af3 R[1 + °A'°B " W]

Equations (74a)—{74b) imply that the equilibrium solution for

and B and therefore for the interest rates and the equilibrium

capital stocks, depend on the equilibrium value of the terms of trade

(PA/e B) Unfortunately, solving in reduced form the system for all

endogenous variables is not possible given the non—linearities in the

relation between the endogenous variables in the model. We are

therefore forced to use simulation analysis in order to show the effects of
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monetary injections on the capital stock and the level of economic

activity. The simulation results, to be shown below, confirm that, an

increase in domestic monetary injections to the banking system (5') will

lead to a reduction in the borrowing rate for domestic and foreign firms,

an increase in the demand for capital by domestic and foreign firms and

and an increase in the steady state output in the home and foreign

country. This result implies that a monetary injection will be
transmitted positively to domestic and foreign output. Conversely, an

increase in monetary transfers to households (that leads to an
increase in the rate of growth of money) will lead to an increase in

borrowing rates for domestic and foreign firms. Therefore, the demand

for capital by domestic and foreign firms will fall and the steady state

levels of domestic and foreign outputs will fall as well. However, we will

still observe positive comovements of domestic and foreign output.

The results of the simulations are presented in figures 1 and 2.

In figure 1 we show the effects on the steady state values of interest

rates, capital stocks and outputs of different values of domestic monetary

injections to the banking system (5ht) In figure 2 we consider the steady

state effects on these variables of different values of the rate of growth of

the money supply (1A)• The parameter values for the simulations in

tables 1 and 2 are: p = 0.05, a = = 0.15, = 0A
0B

= 20. In

table 1, is set to zero and is varied over a range of values. In

figure 2, is set to zero and is varied over a range. Figure la

shows that an increase in the monetary injection to the banking sector
Aleads to a reduction in the domestic lending rate and no change in

the foreign borrowing rate. Figure lb shows that this reduction in the

interest rate for borrowing firms leads to an increase in the demand for
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capital by domestic and foreign firms (K, K and K). In turn,

this increase in the capital stocks leads to an increase in the steady state

level of output in the domestic and foreign economy and B' as

shown in figure ic.

Conversely, figure 2a shows that an increase in the rate of

growth of the domestic money supply leads to an increase in the
A Adomestic deposit and lending rate (SL and In turn, this increase in

the borrowing rates for firms leads to an decrease in the demand for

capital by domestic and foreign firms (see figure 2b). This decrease in

the capital stocks implies an decrease in the steady state level of output

in the domestic and foreign economy (figure 2c).

It can be added that the simulation results presented in figures 1

and 2 are robust to the choice of the parameter values: sensitivity

analysis shows that in each case we considered, increases in the monetary

injection to the banking system reduce borrowing interest rates and

increase output while increases in the rate of growth of money increase

interest rate and decrease output.

As a final consideration, we should observe that the positive

comovements between domestic and foreign output levels crucially

depend on the assumption that domestic and foreign capital are
substitutes rather than complementary in the production function. In

fact, the reduced domestic interest rates lead to an increase in the

demand for domestic capital. This, in turn, increases the productivity of

the foreign capital used in the production of domestic goods (if the two

capital are substitutes) and leads to an increase in its demand. The

reverse would happen if the two types of capital were complementary

rather than substitutes.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The basic result of this model is that monetary policy can have

output effects even in models where price stickiness is not assumed a

priori. We considered two type of monetary policy: first, an 'helicopter

drop' increase in the money supply in the form of a nominal lump sum

transfer from the government to the households; second, a monetary

injection in the banking system that could be considered as a central

bank loan to the banks (this second type of injection is assumed to be

sterilized via a lump sum transfer, and thus, does not affect the rate of

growth of money).

We find that temporary segmentation between assets and good

markets and the asymmetric effects of monetary injections on the

decisions of firms and consumers imply that monetary expansions in the

form of liquidity injections in the banking system will be associated with

output expansions and real exchange rate depreciations. Therefore the

main implications of the Mundell—Fleming model are obtained in a

model where the nonneutrality of money does not depend on stickiness

of price levels which are assumed to be perfectly flexible. In this model

output expansion and real exchange rate depreciation are correlated but

the order of causality is reversed from the standard sticky—price model:

monetary shocks lead to an output expansion that causes a worsening of

domestic terms of trade (a real depreciation). We also show that while

monetary injections are associated with increases in output, they do not

necessarily increase welfare. Conversely, monetary transfers to the

households that lead to an increase in the rate of growth of money will

be associated with higher inflation and interest rates, output contractions

and real exchange rate appreciations.

What can we say about the international transmission of these
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monetary shocks? In the versions of the model where only labor and

domestic investment (intermediate) goods are used in the production

process increases in domestic credit affect domestic output but not

foreign output. However, foreign consumption and welfare are affected

because of the terms of trade effects of the domestic monetary shock. In

the version of the model where domestic firms use both domestic and

foreign investment (intermediate) goods in the production process,
domestic monetary shocks will affect in the same direction both domestic

and foreign output. We therefore obtain a positive international
transmission of monetary disturbances.
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APPENDIX

In order to prove that the results in the paper are not altered by

the assumption (7'), it is sufficient to show that the negative correlation

between 6 and and the positive correlation between X and hold in

the more general specification given by (7'). Equation (7') and (15a)

imply:

A — (1 + — fl)(A 6A
13(1 — R)(n - )

Thus:

(A 2)
A — + ) (1 — B)
L —

(1 + — I3)(A+ 6A) 13(1 — R)(nA+ 5A)

Substituting (15a), (A.2) and (28) into (19) we obtain:

(A3) L - 132 (A + ol — B) (1 + )
- 13)(A 5A) 13(1.- R)(nA+ 6A)](l+XA)

Equating (A.3) to (30) we get:

A4 Aaf3_64[(1+XA_$)s+fi(1_R)
1+ +13(a-R)

Substituting back in (A.1) we obtain the equilibrium lending rate:

A5 A - (1 + - 13)[a13- EA13[(l R)(1 ) -se]]

13(1—B) [c + IA[(l_S)(l+XA__13) + a/3]]

The effects of changes in and on are given by:
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o 'L - a(1 + [(1-R)+a] + a
o 1A {fl(1-R)[a,8 + [(1-s)(1+ —P) + afl]]}

for < a/(1 — R) that is a mild sufficient condition. And:

a___ (1-a)a(1 + -fl)[1+ + (a-R)] <
8 {fl(1-R)[afl + 6 [(1-s)(1+ —a) + a]}

for s < 1. Notice that the a credit expansion leads to a reduction of

the lending rate (and therefore to an output expansion) if the discount

rate is below the interest rate on deposits, i.e. $ < 1. This is an intuitive

result since the implicit subsidization to the firm would disappear if the

banks had to pay an interest rate higher or equal than the one on
deposits.

NOTES

1 For example, in the numerous variations of the
Mundell—Fleming model the nonneutrality of money is almost an

assumption which derives straightforwardly from the hypothesis of sticky

prices. An increase in money supply in these models depreciates the

nominal exchange rate and given the rigidity in domestic and foreign

price levels, the nominal depreciation implies a real exchange rate
depreciation and thus an increase in competitiveness.

are assuming that domestic banks take deposits and make

loans only in domestic currency. Then all the domestic monetary

injection is received by domestic banks. We could alternatively assume

that domestic and foreign banks take deposits and make loans in both

currencies. In that case it must be assumed that the domestic monetary

injection is received by both domestic and foreign banks in proportion to
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their holding of domestic monetary balances.

3it should be observed that, while a change in does not

affect the equilibrium exchange rate in the goods market, it still leads to

a depreciation in the financial exchange rate. In this sense our model is

similar to the one in Stockman and Svensson (1987) where two foreign

exchange markets are sequentially open, first the one in which goods

transactions are cleared and second, the one in which financial
transactions occur. The reason why the exchange rate in the financial

must depreciate is the following. An increase in leads to a reduction

in domestic borrowing rates and no change in foreign borrowing rates.

Since firms must be indifferent between borrowing in domestic and

foreign currency, the reduction in the domestic rate must lead to an

expected financial exchange rate appreciation. In order to engineer an

expected appreciation the exchange rate must depreciate instantaneously.

This depreciation occurs because, as foreign firms observe lower interest

rates in the domestic economy, they will borrow in domestic currency

and then sell the domestic currency for the foreign needed to pay their

workers. These transactions depreciate the financial rate of the domestic

currency. In equilibrium, a cycle of depreciation and appreciation will

occur in each period because the financial rate will be depreciated

relative to the goods market exchange rate. This latter exchange rate is

the one used by the firms at the beginning of the next period to pay off

their previous period borrowings.
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